EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
NORESCO is pleased to present to Illinois State University
this comprehensive Investment Grade Audit (IGA) for an
Energy Performance Contracting Program. The primary
purpose of conducting this audit per the Energy Audit
Agreement (EAA) is to:
 Develop projections of energy and cost savings for
potential Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs)
 Provide engineering and economic basis for
negotiating an Energy Savings Agreement
 Follow the guidelines of the Public University
Energy Conservation Act, 110 62

The primary scope of this audit includes improvements at Milner Library, Science Lab Building,
Heating Plant and their associated Chilled Water Systems. Based on the criteria set forth by the
University, the final project must self fund in aggregate in 20 years or less and each ECM must
either save energy or improve the infrastructure or both while enhancing the learning
environment on campus.

Despite an extremely effective operating staff at Illinois State University and multiple energy
efficient upgrades throughout the facilities this audit concludes that there are still a number of
Energy Conservation Measures available that will reduce energy costs while enhancing the
learning environment. The savings from the Energy Conservation Measures illustrated in this
audit are significant enough to fund over $8 Million dollars worth of projects using only
guaranteed energy savings in under 20 years. In fact, for one specific scenario the ECMs are
arranged to generate over $580,000 dollars worth of energy savings in the first year alone!
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Reasons for Using ESCO Process
While there are various benefits for completing an ESCO project, the following prove to be most
important to ISU and as such were presented during the July 23 Board of Trustees meeting:
 Streamlined Procurement Process / Single Source Responsibility
 Capture Energy Savings to Finance Improvements
 ESCO’s Have Specific Expertise in Identifying Cost Effective Improvements
 Financial Accountability is Placed on the ESCO
 Allows ISU to Accomplish Multiple Future Projects at One Time
 Complements Current Facility Staff and Relieves Burden

Overview of the Process
Every effort was taken during this audit process to be sure the final project scope and
recommendations are economically and logistically feasible and that improvements are
designed specifically to enhance the learning environment for students and staff. NORESCO
conducted countless meetings and discussion groups with University administrators and
building operators that resulted in a substantial amount of knowledge and insight as to how the
University operates and utilizes the facilities. NORESCO also presented updates in an open
forum to allow all interested stake holders the opportunity to discuss the potential improvements
which provided excellent feedback as to their feasibility from multiple perspectives. In addition,
because the most successful projects include an internal “checks and balances” component, the
University designed a team of professionals to work with NORESCO in the following capacities
to be sure the University’s interests are always considered:
 Stanley Consulting – Long term engineering partner of the University, responsible to
work collaboratively with NORESCO on Illinois State’s behalf to review and assist in the
engineering effort for ECMs and to ensure any improvements are appropriate and
consider current and future operational impacts.
 Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) – DCEO retains a very
well respected Performance Contracting Consultant, Dave Birr who has been working on
the University’s behalf to be sure the process and project economics including savings
and ECMs are appropriate and realistic in comparison to other performance contracting
projects throughout the country.
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As a result of this team dynamic and open communication, NORESCO is very confident that the
University will find all of the proposed improvements contained herein to be appropriate and
realistic from both and engineering perspective and a cost/savings perspective while staying
consistent with the expectations set by the update presentations given throughout the process.

Energy Conservation Measures
The “Financial Analysis” section of this document includes a comprehensive list of ECMs broken
out per building with a detailed table of costs and savings illustrated in both dollars and energy
units.

The following table is an example of how the projects could be arranged to create a scenario
that adheres to the economic criteria set forth by the University:
This scenario will cost justify itself in less than 20 years including financing costs by using only
the guaranteed energy savings with a 5% interest rate and a 3% escalation factor for energy
costs.
ECM
Lighting and Water
Conservation

Price
$

925,206

92,858

$

-

$

2,365

$

-

Combined
Annual
Fee
$
2,365

$

-

$

3,989

$

-

$

3,989

(1,108) $

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Utility
Savings
$

Annual
M&V

O&M
Savings

Annual
O&M

VAV & DDC Conversion

$ 1,860,249

$ 123,914

Isolate & Control
Temp/Humidity Rare Books

$

142,465

$

Air Handler & Duct Cleaning

$

115,544

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Variable Primary Chilled
Water Control

$ 2,310,366

$

71,975

$

-

$

2,045

$

-

$

2,045

Submeters

$

174,758

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Fume Hood Removal - RM
112/114

$

95,753

$

15,418

$

-

$

496

$

-

$

496

Replace Absorption Chillers
w/ Electric

$ 2,178,435

$ 280,844

$

-

$

9,021

$

-

$

9,021

Energy Conservation
Through Behavioral Change

$

50,457

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ 56,250

$ 56,250

Web Based Green Screen
Student Initiative

$

66,509

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

$

$

-

$ 17,916

$ 7,919,742
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The “Energy Conservation Measures” section of this document describes in detail each
individual ECM and its benefits to the project and ultimately to the University. In summary the
following are some benefits of this program:
 Dramatically improved ventilation, heating and cooling with decreased noise and
maintenance for Milner Library
 Isolation of the Rare Books room will considerably increase the preservationists’ ability
to preserve valuable rare documents
 Tighter control and greater flexibility in delivering reliable chilled water for air conditioning
for the majority of the North campus
 Greater monitoring through sub meters will improve future energy usage decisions
 Significant energy and maintenance savings from new Chillers at the Heating Plant
 Student initiatives will increase the energy awareness and conservation culture while
providing learning opportunities in this emerging industry to complement studies

Other projects including an extensive damper replacement at Milner as well as a major upgrade
to the central humidity control is included in the comprehensive list in the “Financial Analysis”
section but because those projects are relatively extensive and provide no savings they will
extend the term of the project past 20 years if they are included in this scenario.
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Savings, Measurement & Verification
The cost justification for this project was based on only those energy savings that can be
guaranteed by NORESCO. In addition to those savings, these improvements will produce
significant savings from reduced capital expenditures, reduced operational costs as well as
other energy savings that can not be specifically measured such as those from installing sub
meters for example. If the University should choose to stipulate any of those additional savings,
other Energy Conservation Measures such as the damper and/or humidity improvements could
prove to be economically feasible within the scope of the entire program and included to create
a more comprehensive project. A detailed description of how NORESCO calculated savings is
included in the “Detailed Savings Calculations” of the Engineering Book associated with this
audit. Also, because the very nature of this project is based on cost savings the measurement
and verification portion of the process needs to be carefully considered. Collaboratively with the
University, NORESCO has developed a program that balances the need to monitor and report
on savings while keeping the actual cost of that monitoring reasonable. The process is outlined
in the “Measurement and Verification” section of this document.

Student Involvement
NORESCO fully understands that the sole purpose for operating facilities
is ultimately to create a learning environment for students. Currently the
students who enter Illinois State University have one of the highest
average ACT scores compared to every other Illinois Public College.
Enrollment is increasing so dramatically that for nearly every four students
who apply to the University only 1 seat is available. In addition, new
progressive multidisciplinary programs such as the recent Renewable
Energy Major are evidence that the University is dedicated to preparing
students for the emerging sustainability and energy conservation industry. Because this project
is directly related to this emerging industry and the work performed will spread across multiple
disciplines of education including construction, energy conservation, manufacturing etc…
NORESCO proposes to include a number of initiatives to help bring students into the process
and help provide additional practical experience to help complement their studies.
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Student Internships
NORESCO plans to develop at least two internship opportunities
depending on the final scope of work to be completed. These interns
would work directly with NORESCO personnel and be located mainly
on campus. Opportunities would include experience in construction
management, energy analysis, marketing and account management.

Energy Conservation Through Behavioral Change
A Performance Contracting program is not complete without a formal approach to the behavioral
side of energy savings. Our program includes an ECM called Energy Conservation Through
Behavior Change which is a custom and proven initiative administered by NORESCO that helps
identify the social cognitive behaviors of students and how they understand and use energy on
campus. The program includes multiple stakeholders of the residence
halls including administrators and students to create sustained behavioral
change and dramatic increases in the energy conservation culture and
awareness that is documented and easily communicated throughout
campus.

Web Based Green Screen
NORESCO has designed a custom program in the list of
ECMs that includes the installation of an interactive monitor
located at the Bone Student Center that will display real time
energy usage for the Library and Science Lab while
describing the Performance Contracting initiatives. Also, the
monitor will display a graphic depiction of numerous “green”
initiatives throughout campus to help educate and create a
culture of energy conservation and
social responsibility at Illinois State. NORESCO is working to include
the design and installation of this initiative as a capstone class within
the Renewable Energy Department to help maximize the learning
opportunity of this initiative.
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Summary
The purpose of this audit is to find cost effective Energy Conservation Measures that enhance
the learning environment at Illinois State University. Based on the criteria set forth by the Public
University Energy Conservation Act, 110 62 and the direction of Illinois State University,
NORESCO feels confident that the results of the audit successfully illustrate a number of cost
effective Energy Conservation Measures that easily meet the criteria. As illustrated herein, at
least one specific scenario includes a project that saves over $580,000 in energy costs in the
first year alone and will easily fund over $8,000,000 worth of facility improvements. Major
renovations to the ventilation system at Milner Library as well as the systems that provide chilled
water for air conditioning for at least a dozen buildings on campus will be accomplished that
would otherwise be deferred by using only those funds that are generated from the guaranteed
savings. The project is also expected to save significant capital and operational dollars in
addition to the guaranteed energy savings. Finally, the installation of the project will
complement the current operating staff rather than burdening them all while providing additional
learning opportunities for students. NORESCO very much appreciates the opportunity to work
with Illinois State University and looks forward to developing the Energy Services Agreement
that will enable us to begin installing these improvements.
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